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Electronic Music 
Electronic music is a genre of music that employs electronic musical instruments and technology in its 
production. Devices used in the production of this genre of music include the telharmonium, Hammond 
organ, the electric guitar, the Th eremin, sound synthesizer and computer. People all over the world listen 
to this genre and it’s fast becoming very popular. 

QLIMAX Defqon.1VS

Festivals

As both festivals were organised by the same company, (Q-Dance), they 
are both highly respected and similar in content. However, unless you can 
be bothered sitting through a very long fl ight to the Netherlands, Defqon.1 
would be a much easier option for the humble folk of Australia as the 
festival is also annually held in Sydney. 

Top six Electronic Songs of the week!

Q-Dance Logo

1. Feed Me - One Click Headshot

2. Nero - Must Be Th e Feeling (Delta Heavy Remix)

4. Knife Party - Internet Friends

5. Netsky - Wanna Die For You

3. Noisecontrollers vs Pavelow - Quatre Mains

Basic Qlimax Logo

Basic Defqon.1 Logo

Defqon.1 is an annual music festival 
also held in the Netherlands and 
Australia. Th e festival mostly plays 
hardstyle and similar genres such 
as hard core techno, jumpstyle 
and hard trance. Like Qlimax, 
performing at Defqon.1 is a huge 
honour and many electronic artists 
dream of performing there. Th e 
festival is 12 hours long, 11 a.m 
to 11 p.m, and every festival has 
its own anthem that is played in 
conjunction with it. Dancing and 
partying along with fi reworks 
are a common thing to witness at 
Defqon.1.

Qlimax is an annual event held in 
the Netherlands and is one of the 
leading electronic music events in 
the whole year. Hardstyle is mainly 
played at Qlimax and is a popular 
sub-genre of electronic music. 
Electronic  artists consider being 
chosen to play at Qlimax a privilege 
and an honour as it is used to 
showcase the most successful 
artists in their respective genres. 
Laser light shows are also a very 
common thing at Qlimax along 
with lots of dancing and partying!

6. Rob Zombie - Sick Bubblegum
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Artists of the week
Headhunterz:

Who are Headhunterz: Headhunterz are a Dutch DJ/producer team who began their career in 2005. 
Headhunterz comprises of William Rebergen and Bobby van Putten, who has temporarily left  the team to 
pursue his studies. William has since continued to make hardstyle music without his partner, achieving 
17th in DJ Magazine’s yearly top 100 DJ’s list which is the best position that a hardstyle DJ has achieved. 
Headhunterz has also produced anthems for the 2009, 2010 and 2012 Defqon.1 Festivals. Headhunterz 
has played at every major hardstyle event, including Defqon.1, Qlimax, Q-Base, Decibel and many more. 
Headhunterz continues to remain the most renowned hardstyle DJ out there by using social media as his 
means to get his music out there. 

Fun Fact: William Rebergen started voice acting when he was ten years of age. To this date he has been 
the voice of Troy Bolton in the Dutch version of High School Musical, Peter Pevensie in the Dutch version 
of Th e Chronicles of Narnia, George and Fred Weasley in the Dutch version of Harry Potter and many 
more. 
 
Hard With Style: Hard With Style is a podcast released monthly by Headhunterz through their 
YouTube channel and receives hundreds of thousands of views. Headhunterz uses this podcast to
showcase other artists work along with his own to make a mix that is usually over one hour long!

Nero
Who are Nero: Nero is a British electronic music act consisting of three members; Daniel Stephens, 
Joseph Ray and Alana Watson, who is the vocalist of the group. Nero is best known for producing drum 
and base, dubstep and house music, and were announced as nominees for the Sound of 2011 poll. 

History: Daniel and Joe have been involved in music their whole and spent their childhood together. Ray 
played classical guitar while Daniel played cello but both were making electronic music at home. At the 
age of 17 they began working together by setting up a studio in Stephens’s bedroom and making music. 
Th e idea of producing music came to them both when they were in a London club. Th eir fi rst single was 
released on 26 April 2010 and was titled “Innocence”. Th e track peaked at 167 on the UK Single Chart and 
at 16 and 11 on the Dance and Independent charts.

Future Work: In a recent interview with Zane Lowe, Nero confi rmed they were in collaboration with 
Skrillex to produce a single and a new album. Th ey commented on the upcoming releases saying it is ‘still 
in the works, but coming sooner rather than later.’

Fun Fact: Nero has composed an orchestral piece with the BBC Philharmonic Orchestra known as Th e 
Dubstep Symphony. 
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Player vs Playerto play and certain in game 
items cost money to purchase 
but are very much optional. 

Guild Wars 2                                                                        
Review
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About the gameAbout the game
Guild Wars 2 is a massively 
multiplayer online role-
playing game (MMORPG). It 
was developed by ArenaNet, 
published by NCsoft  and is 
set in the fantasy world of 
Tyria. Th e game follows the 
original guild wars, with the 
re-emergence of Destiny’s 
Edge (a guild dedicated to 
fi ghting the Elder dragons). 
Th e Elder Dragons have 
taken control of Tyria in 
the time since the original 
Guild Wars and it’s up to you 
to defeat them.  Th e story 
progresses with instanced 
environments in a persistent 
world; no two people will 
have the same experience. 
It claims to be unique in its 
genre by having a storyline 
that is completely based on 
players actions, which is very 
uncommon in multiplayer 
role-playing games. Th e 
dynamic event system within 
Guild Wars 2 completely 
restructures traditional 
questing and allows players 
to complete quests in many 
diff erent ways.

ArenaNet has also made 
dramatic changes to the 
combat system by endorsing 
cooperation between the 
eight professions  and using 
the environment as a deadly 
weapon. Like the original, 
Guild Wars 2 will not have 
a subscription fee which is 
awesome! Although you still 
have to purchase the game 

Races, Disciplines Races, Disciplines 
and Professionsand Professions

Player vs PlayerPlayer vs Playerto play and certain in game 
items cost money to purchase 
but are very much optional. 

Guild Wars 2 consists of 5 
races
1. Asura: Tiny mystical 
scientists. 
2. Norn: Giant heroes from 
the North.
3. Charr: A savage race of 
cat-like conquerors. 
4. Sylvari: Mysterious and 
noble plant beings.
5. Human: A noble and 
resilient people.
Th ere are eight professions 
within the game: 
Necromancer, Engineer, 
Elementalist, Mesmer, 
Warrior, Ranger, Th ief 
and the Guardian. Each 
profession comes with its 
own unique abilities that 
have the power to turn the 
tides in a battle. Players are 
able to combine any race 
with any profession unlike 
previous faction-based games 
such as World of Warcraft . 
Th is gives the game a level 
playing fi eld and a user-
friendly atmosphere.  Each 
profession can learn two of 
the eight disciplines which 
are: Weaponsmith, tailor, 
armorsmith,  chef, jeweller, 
leather worker, huntsman 
and artifi cer.

Guild Wars 2 has three 
separate types of PvP: World 
vs. World (WvW), Hot join 
play and tournament mode. 
Th e great thing about Guild 
Wars 2 is the scaling within 
the PvP; everyone is the same 
level and roughly equal in 
strength. Participating in hot 
join play even gives you gear 
to further even the odds. 
WvW consists of three worlds 
competing against each other 
for control over objectives 
over four massive maps. Th e 
battles last for weeks and 
requires your server to be 
competitive and have great 
coordination. It is designed 
to provide a zone for players 
that wouldn’t usually do PvP. 
Th e WvW zone also includes 
various PvE objectives, 
skill challenges, events and 
puzzles. Hot join play games 
use a system that allows 
people to join available games 
based on maps, space and 
other settings. Like WvW, it 
boosts players to the level cap 
and gives all players a chance 
to contribute to the battles.

Tournament mode is 
the more organized and 
competitive side of PvP. 
Tournaments are always 5v5 
and matches take place on 
any of the four structured 
PvP maps. Each tournaments 
pits eight teams of fi ve against 
each other in the quest for 
domination.
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Rating:Rating:

My ExperienceMy Experience
When I fi rst logged into 
the Guild Wars 2 client 
on the three day headstart 
event, I felt completely 
excited. Th is massive game 
that has been hyped up 
for years has fi nally been 
released and I’m capable of 
playing it! And you know 
what, it lived up to my 
expectations. Th e gameplay 
is spectacular, the PvP is 
enjoyable and challenging, 
the questing gives you a 
sense of accomplishment 
and the graphics are 
simply breathtaking for 
an MMORPG (Massive 
multiplayer online role 
playing game). Although like 
every game, Guild Wars 2 has 
its fl aws. For instance, the 
trading post was down for a 
long time aft er launch, many 
people were having trouble 
getting into the game, a few 

get my attention and praise 
in this game. Your abilities 
depend on the weapon you 
have equipped, for example, 
a Nord Guardian’s abilities 
will change if he/she switches 
from a greatsword to a rifl e. 
I fi nd this very useful when 
it comes to taking down 
defending enemies on top 
of towers. Th e major cities 
and areas in this game are 
magnifi cent in both design 
and scale, I literally get lost all 
the time and I actually quite 
like it. Having an area so vast 
that I get lost in gives me time 
to muck around and fi nd 
cool places that I wouldn’t 
have found otherwise. In 
conclusion I fi nd this game 
amazing and very enjoyable. 
I didn’t cover everything in 
this review but hopefully it 
gives you insight into just how 
good this game really is, it was 
worth the wait.

9.5/10 Stars9.5/10 Stars
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bugs and glitches here and 
there, players unable to join a 
party with friends and the lag 
is annoying in certain areas. 
But even if these issues were 
never fi xed, this game would 
easily be my favourite.

Th e exploration within the 
game gives you a sense of 
scale of how big the area 
really is. If you zoom all 
the way out on your map 
your jaw may drop, I know 
mine did. I also really like 
the WvW system they have 
in place; it places you into 
a gigantic battle zone and 
makes you play as part 
of a team. Th ere’s no one 
man rampaging or spawn 
trapping. Defending a tower 
or bursting through a castles 
walls makes me feel like I’m 
in the moment fi ghting off  
invaders. Th e abilities also 
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Gaming Addiction Gaming Addiction 
Outbreak StrikesOutbreak Strikes

Gaming addiction has been 
around for many years now 
and appears to be increasing as 
our technological age becomes 
more advanced. Video games 
are highly interactive and they 
make you feel like you need to 
do well in order to be rewarded. 
In reality the reward is a title in 
a fi ctional world inside a screen 
that informs other players you
have certain skills.

Many gamers can become so 
involved in video games that 
their real life suff ers. Th ey
put a lot of eff ort into their 
game rather than their 
schoolwork or social life. Th is is 
a problem as some gamers can 
become provoked when asked 
to do a simple task such as
emptying the bin or feeding the 
family pet, mainly because they 
would rather try slaying
a dragon or earning enough 
points to unlock the newest 
sword. In saying that, this is
more common within the 
younger generation of gamers.

Gaming takes up substantial 
amounts of time. Anyone who 
plays games fairly oft en will
know how fast a day can 
disappear. You stare at a screen; 
your eyes are blurry and sore, 
your palms hurt, you have a 
headache and are extremely 

having multiple storylines and/
or online multiplayer modes. 
Online games such as World of 
Warcraft  and Guild Wars are 
constantly evolving with more 
content to play through, making 
people even more addicted and 
attached to it. But this can easily 
be overcome with a few simple 
rules.

Giving your day a schedule and 
structure can defeat gaming 
addiction. If you feel like you 
have nothing to do then you 
can quite easily play games all 
day. Set aside time for activities 
that you need to do such as 
washing the car, mowing the 
lawn or even going for a dental 
check-up. Tell yourself how 
long you will play for and then 
stick to it, this way you avoid 
playing games all day. Find 
other things to be good at, 
instead of mastering the latest 
Call of Duty, try master the real 
game called life.

However, games are an 
enjoyable way to pass time 
and even though this article 
suggests not playing games as 
much, it does not condemn 
games altogether. Gaming can 
lead to new friendships, make 
you learn things you didn’t 
know before and can be a chill 
out place. Gaming is good, 
gaming addiction is bad.

tired yet you continue to play. 
Gaming for long amounts of 
time without a break can lead 
to all these symptoms and can 
make you more jaded.

A local high school student, 
who has a gaming addiction 
spoke about some of the 
problems involved. “I play 
games for about four hours on 
average per day aft er school 
and around six or seven 
on weekends. Gaming has 
defi nitely aff ected my life in 
one way or another, I oft en fi nd 
myself wanting to play games 
over exercising or spending 
time with my family”. He also 
stated that “my diet consists of 
loads of junk food; it’s easier to 
grab a block of chocolate and 
a bottle of coke from the shop 
than make something healthy”. 
Th e student also partakes in 
many LANs; which involve 
staying up to the early hours 
of the morning while playing 
games and drinking energy 
drinks. Th e student is a classic 
example of this generation’s 
addicted gamers.

It’s easy to let games control 
you and your life; games are 
designed so that you want to go 
back and play more with many 



Gaming fatalitiesGaming fatalities 
Gaming addiction is very 
serious, so serious that people 
die from it. Each year there 
are cases of extreme gamers 
playing games to a point 
where it’s fatal and the stories 
are only getting worse. Just 
this year, a Diablo 3 player 
by the name of Chuang was 
found death aft er a 40 hour 
marathon session with the 
game in Taiwan. Chuang 
booked a room in his local 
internet café where he 
allegedly played Diablo 3 for 
40 hours without sleep or 
food. Once found in his room 
unconscious, he was awoken 
and sent to hospital where he 
was later pronounced dead. 
Chuang died from a fatal 
blood clot caused by sitting 
still for too long.

Th is is the second video game 
death in Taiwan this year; a 
man by the name of Chen 
Rong-yu had a fatal heart 
attack while playing League 
of Legends, also in an internet 
café. He was found dead 9 
hours aft er he had passed 
away. Such concentration in 
gamers results in ignorance of 
the need to eat and sleep and 
furthermore increasing their 
chances of death. 

Gaming addiction not 
only aff ects the 

health of those 
who are 

playing 

During an Xbox gaming 
marathon he was killed by a 
pulmonary embolism, which 
usually results from deep vein 
thrombosis. His family has 
launched a campaign to raise 
awareness about the health 
risks of gaming.

Gaming addiction takes lives; 
game in moderation and take 
breaks whenever needed. 
Th ere are many ways you 
can lose control over your 
life when it comes to gaming 
and sometimes it may not be 
obvious. Th e biggest danger to 
gamers is deep vein thrombosis 
which occurs when people sit 
still for too long, usually several 
hours. Deep vein thrombosis 
normally aff ects airplane 
passengers on long fl ights but 
it’s now feared that gamers who 
spend long amounts of time 
on games are now most at risk. 
As the gaming industry grows, 
there is more and more concern 
about gaming addiction and 
deaths related to it. 

games, but also their families. 
Rebecca Christie, who lived 
in Holloman Air Base in 
New Mexico, was addicted 
to the MMORPG World 
of Warcraft  (WoW). Th e 
mother of two played the 
game on average about twelve 
hours per day, neglecting 
her family and life. She was 
so involved in her game 
that on 2006, her daughter 
Brandi Wulf was found dead 
due to malnourishment and 
dehydration. Her gaming 
addiction cost her the life of 
her three year old daughter, 
her marriage, her family’s 
trust and she was convicted 
for second degree murder 
and child abandonment three 
years aft er the death of her 
child.

Gamers oft en don’t know how 
antisocial and attached they 
are to their games and it can 
lead to violence, anger and 
imprudent decisions that they 
will later regret. 16 year old 
Kendall Anderson of South 
Philadelphia once beat his 
mother to death aft er she took 
his PlayStation away due to his 
addiction. Video game outrage 
strikes the better of gamers 
and even Kendall admitted 
that “If I could, I would not 
do it again. I really miss my 
mom... She was the only 
person who cared for me.”

Chris Staniforth is another 
victim of gaming addiction. A gaming addict taking his 

games a little too seriously
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gamers choice: gamers choice: 
League of LegendsLeague of Legends
Th e gamer’s choice award 
for this week goes to the 
famous online battle arena 
video game League of 
Legends! League of Legends, 
or commonly abbreviated 
as ‘LoL’, was inspired by 
the popular Defence of the 
Ancients (DotA) map made 
for Warcraft  III and developed 
and published by Riot Games 
for PC. 

Players or commonly known 
as ‘Summoners’ within the 
game, are formed into two 
even teams of champions, 
either 3v3 or 5v5. To start 
a game you must choose 
one out of the currently 
104 champions and play 
off  against the enemy team. 
Summoners begin at opposing 
sides of a map in the area 
called the Spawning Pool. 
To win a match, Summoners 
must use their champion’s 
abilities to defeat enemy 
champions and destroy enemy 
towers which are located 
in ‘Lanes’. Once all towers 
are destroyed, the enemy 
Nexus is vulnerable and once 
destroyed, you win the match. 
Killing minions, champions 
and neutral monsters gives 
you XP to level up and unlock 
new abilities, and gold to 
buy items which aid you in 
defeating the enemy team. 
Each lane has an inhibitor at 
each end which, when

About the GameAbout the Game

Upsides:
-Free to play
-New updates regularly
-Challenging
-Great range of heroes to 
choose from
-Each game is unique

Downsides: 
-Hard to master
-Heavily team based (requires 
your team to play well in 
order to win and it’s very easy 
to lose if one player drops 
out)
-Game won’t appeal to 
everyone
-A lot of in-game banter 

Th e nexus and towers surrounding it
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destroyed, gives the team who 
destroyed it super minions 
which deal extra damage. 
Th e maps also contain 
‘jungle’ areas; the home of 
neutral monsters that can be 
killed for extra gold and XP. 
Certain neutral monsters hold 
temporary buff s which, when 
killed, transfer the buff s to 
the killer giving champions 
an extra advantage. Special 
terrain called ‘brush’ is 
patches of grass around the 
map that hide the line of sight 
from other champions and 
minions. Brush is used to set 
up ambushes and recall (an 
ability which teleports you 
back to the Spawning Pool).

Matchmaking: Matchmaking: 
Th e game at present has Th e game at present has 
fi ve diff erent game modes: fi ve diff erent game modes: 
Tutorial, Custom, Co-op vs. Tutorial, Custom, Co-op vs. 
AI, Normal and Ranked. AI, Normal and Ranked. 
Custom allows you to change Custom allows you to change 
settings in a game and players settings in a game and players 
can fi nd custom games on a can fi nd custom games on a 
list and join manually. Co-list and join manually. Co-
op vs. AI is a game mode op vs. AI is a game mode 

MatchmakingMatchmaking

where players are matched where players are matched 
together in a team of fi ve together in a team of fi ve 
or alone against a team of or alone against a team of 
AI champions. Tutorial AI champions. Tutorial 
mode is for new players to mode is for new players to 
learn the basic gameplay. learn the basic gameplay. 
Normal is where most of Normal is where most of 
the population play and skill the population play and skill 
level ranges. Ranked is for level ranges. Ranked is for 
more experienced players more experienced players 
and usually is taken a lot and usually is taken a lot 
more seriously than Normal. more seriously than Normal. 
Players are matched together Players are matched together 
using an ‘Elo’ system which is using an ‘Elo’ system which is 
based on how well you have based on how well you have 
played in your recent games. played in your recent games. 


